GRAPHIC DESIGN and/or INTERACTIVE DESIGN INTERN
IN SPAIN
Minimum 8 weeks

WHO WE ARE
www.proyecto-es.com
PROYECTO ESPAÑOL is a language school, specialized in Spanish for foreigners, with
schools in Alicante, Barcelona, Granada and Madrid.
Our goal is to combine teaching the Spanish language and culture with fulfilling your
holiday expectations at favourable prices. Our main tasks are offering professional,
methodologically sound language instruction, as well as promoting the direct personal
contact of each individual with the Spanish culture. In addition to numerous leisure time
activities, our free Language Exchange invites you also to get to know Spain outside the
classroom.
TASKS
As a graphic design and interactive design intern of our school you will have to create
promotional material to advertise our courses, cover events and activities of the students,
summer camps, etc. This job would be suitable for those who wish to gain experience and
improve their skills in media (graphic design and/or interactive design) with different kind
of promotion materials.
MAIN TASKS
• Intern will be expected to design new brochures, catalogues and different kind of
graphic aids.
• Assist in the creation of marketing materials.
• Provide support to viral marketing efforts.
• Schedule and coordinate appearances, photo shoots, and other special events.
• Create digital material to promote the School throughout the Internet (FB, Instagram,
Youtube…)
• Create landing pages for specific online campaigns
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REQUIREMENTS
• Must be a detail-oriented and collaborative team player and possess strong time and selfmanagement skills.
• Excellent organizational skills with a strong commitment to quality, accuracy and on-time
delivery.
Languages:

Spanish A2/B1 or higher (we could accept Spanish beginners
depending on candidate) and English B2 or higher.

Location:

Alicante, Spain.
Open to work in different shifts, morning – afternoon (could include
Saturdays) full time schedule.

Remuneration:

Intensive Spanish course offered by the company and special price
for accommodation.

Contact Person:

Erika Hernández / Samantha Torruella
cservice@proyecto-es.com / marketing@proyecto-es.com
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